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Jack Prelutsky is widely acknowledged as the poet laureate of the younger generation. (And many

people would happily see him crowned with no age qualification.) The New Kid on the Block and

Something Big Has Been Here are household words wherever there are kids.Here is another

wondrously rich, varied, clever - and always funny - collection. Meet Miss Misinformation, Swami

Gourami, and Gladiola Gloppe (and her Soup Shoppe), and delight in a backwards poem, a poem

that ever ends, and scores of others that will be changed, read, and loved by readers of every age.

The Prelutsky-Stevenson duo is irresistible. Whether you begin at the beginning or just open the

book at random, you won't stop smiling.
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A Pizza The Size Of The SunBy Jack PrelutskyI rate this book 5 stars. I enjoyed reading this book.

There are many funny poems in this book, even though a few are hard to read, such as "I was

Walking in a Circle" and "My Elephant is Different". My favorite poem is "A Dizzy Little Duzzle"

because the end is connected to the beginning. It is also shaped oddly. Jack Prelutsky writes kind of

like Shel Silverstein. They both write funny poems and they both write for kids. If you like funny

poems look for other Jack Prelutsky books such as Something Big Has Been Here and The New

Kid on the Block. The drawings in this book are imaginative. They are drawings you would not

normally think of, such as the Preposterpus. I think the drawings add to the descriptive language of



the poetry. I did not enjoy poetry as much until I read Jack Prelutsky's poems. I could have chosen

a Shel Silverstein book of poems but "A Pizza the Size of the Sun" has some of my favorite poems.

It also is less serious than Shel Silverstein's poems. I would highly recommend this book to you.By

Caleb Stevens

We love this book! My twin 8 year olds and I read this from time to time for a really good laugh.

Everyone takes turns and it makes for enjoyable reading and sharing. A great way to capture the

hesitant reader! Silly poetry that is just plain FUN!

After reading about Jack Prelutsky, I realized I probably should have heard of him before. My 3 year

old picked this book out at the library and it has become one of her favorites (so much we bought a

used copy on ...GREAT deal). Poems are meant for an older child, but she will grow into the

words/meanings she doesn't understand yet. As of now, Eyeballs for Sale is one of her most

requested!

I gave this book to my granddaughter who is nine and loves to read. When she opened the

Christmas present, she sat right down and started to read. She shared some poems with me. They

express a different way of looking at a regular thing in a funny way. Days later, she was still glued to

the book. It definately kept her interest.

My son loves to read this, so much so that he even recites many of the poems from memory. He

and my six year old daughter howl with laughter again and again as they read these silly poems. I

like that the poems include grown-up words and don't dumb the language down. We get vocabulary,

recitation, rhythm, rhyme, and lots of clean, wholesome fun. It's inspiring to see the kids so caught

up in a book instead of the junk on TV and electronic games!

This book is in one of my centers. My students love this book. I had to buy two copies because they

fight over it! The poems are great and use creative vocabulary. My ELL students love the

opportunities they get to look up the words and investigate how to use them. These poems are too

funny!

We were introduces to this great book through the library. Our 5 and 10 year old loved it so much I

went out and bought a copy. The kids pick it up and spontaneously reread the poems. It continues



to bring them smiles and laughter with each reading. Really enjoyable for adults too! I can see this

book being read for years to come. You can pick it up and open to any page and have a wonderful

adventure.

Teachers, this is a poetry book for you to use in your classroom. Being a new teacher, I was fretting

about my approach to teaching poetry and making it enjoyable for all my students! I use this book in

two lesson plans. In the first lesson plan, I split the class into small groups and gave them a poem to

act out for the class. The second, I gave them a poem about an amazing elephant and they had to

use the details from the poem to illustrate what the elephant looked like! They enjoyed the lessons

tons! I think the key to the success of the lessons was that the poems I used from this book were

kid-friendly and funny!
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